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Abstract — In this paper we present pyktree, an implementation of the K-tree al-
gorithm in the Python programming language. The K-tree algorithm provides highly
balanced search trees for vector quantization that scales up to very large data sets.
Pyktree is highly modular and well suited for rapid-prototyping of novel distance
measures and centroid representations. It is easy to install and provides a python
package for library use as well as command line tools.
1. Introduction
Clustering is a fundamental technique for data analysis and data mining. It
has been widely used in signal and image processing, data compression, and
in statistical and machine learning applications. Its basic idea is to discover
hidden structures and similarities in data collections without prior knowl-
edge, i.e. in an unsupervised manner. Most popular clustering methods are
either hierarchical or partitional clustering approaches. While the first ones
try to detect hierarchical structures in a set of observations, the latter partition
the data set into K groups according to a similarity or distance measure and
an objective function.
A classical clustering approach that partitions a given data set of observa-
tions into K groups is the well-known K-means algorithm. The general idea of
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K-means clustering is to minimize an error function that accumulates the dis-
tances between each observation and a prototype, often called cluster centroid
or cluster means, to which it is assigned to. The algorithm that minimizes the
error proceeds in two steps: First, each observation is assigned to its nearest
prototype according to a distance measure. Second, each prototype is updated
with respect to the assignments. These two steps are repeated until a termi-
nation condition is reached, e.g. the error function is converged. Usually, the
distance measure is chosen to be euclidean and the average function is used
to update the prototypes.
For very large data sets, common variations of the K-means algorithm in-
volve efficient search procedures, usually based on search-trees. A powerful
approach is the K-tree algorithm [2, 3, 4], which is a hybrid of classical B+-trees
and the before-mentioned K-means algorithms. The K-tree algorithm con-
structs a balanced search-tree, where each node contains a key that is used
for comparison and the leafs hold the observations. While archiving similar
results as compared to standard K-means, the training procedure of K-trees is
computationally more efficient and, therefore, scales up to much larger data
sets.
2. K-trees
K-trees are height balanced clustering trees which were introduced by Geva [4].
They combine classical K-means and B+-trees algorithms to highly efficient
clustering trees. A K-tree of order m is defined as (cf. [4]):
1. All leaves are on the same level.
2. All internal nodes, including the root, have at most m nonempty chil-
dren, and at least one nonempty child.
3. Codebook vectors (clusters) act as search keys.
4. The number of keys in each internal node is equal to the number of its
nonempty children, and these keys partition the keys in the children to
form a nearest neighbor search tree.
5. Leaf nodes contain data vectors.
Since a K-tree is ultimately a nearest-neighbor search tree, the time complexity
of building K-tree is O(n log n) where n is the number of vectors of data to
cluster.
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2.1. Building a K-tree
Building a K-tree is a dynamic process that inserts data vectors on-line, as they
arrive.
Consider an already existing K-tree of order m, and an additional vector ~x
that is presented to insertion. The insertion procedure is: Firstly, the tree is
searched to identify the node that contains the vectors’ nearest neighbor. If
this node stores less than m —the tree’s order— vectors, ~x is inserted into this
leaf. Since this insertion changes the cluster structure, the parent nodes up to
the root node must update their search keys in terms or re-computing their
means.
When a leaf stores m + 1 vectors, it can not contain any more elements.
It then is split by applying the k-means algorithm with k = 2 to the m + 1
elements of that node. The resulting centroids become the search keys for two
new child nodes, each containing the associated vectors. Now consider that
the parent of this new nodes contains m + 1 search keys after the splitting
process. Then it also has to be split, replacing itself in its parent by the two
new child nodes. This process is repeated in a similar manner until a node
with less than m search keys is reached, or the root node is replaced by a new
root.
The procedure of building a K-tree is initialized with an empty root node
and just one leaf.
3. Python Implementation
This K-tree implementation provides various distance measures and related
centroid functions, is easy extensible and can be used in your own python
programms as well as from a command line interface. As distance functions,
we provide:
euclidean: Uses the euclidean distance measure to compute distances be-
tween vectors and the mean function to compute the centroids in K-means.
sqeuclidean: Euclidean squared distance measure. Please note that euclidean
and sqeuclidean distance measures result in similar K-trees with only dif-
fering in execution speed. Since euclidean squared distance is faster to
compute than euclidean distance measure, sqeuclidean is the default op-
tion.
cityblock: Uses cityblock distance as the distance function and median to
compute the centroids.
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3.1. Adding new distances
To add new distance measures, pyktree offers a simple object-oriented ap-
proach. The python module pyktree.models provides the class Model
with four methods:
model.distance function(self, x, y): returns the distance between two ex-
amples x and y,
model.distance matrix(self, X, Y): returns a distance matrix for elements of
list X and list Y,
model.centroid function(self, node): computes the centroid for the elements
of node or leaf node,
model.clustering function(self, node): performs clustering on the elements
of node/leaf node.
Any subclass of Model that provides this methods can be used as a distance/-
centroid model for pyktree.
3.2. Installation
For installation unpack pyktree-<version>.tar.gz, change to the archive
directory, and call the installation script. For example, if you are using Linux
the commands would be:
> tar xvfz pyktree-<version>.tar.gz
> cd pyktree-<version>
> python setup.py install
To obtain a complete list of installation options, call:
> python setup.py help
Prerequisites
Pyktree requires scipy. If you do not have scipy installed on your system,
please go to http://www.scipy.org/, download, and install it. Additionally, you
will need Python version 2.6 or higher. Please note that this K-tree implemen-
tation does not work with Python 3.0 yet.
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3.3. Use
There are two ways of using pyktree: First, as a Python library, or, second, as
command line tools.
Library Use
In general, the use of pyktree in your own programs is very easy. Import the
module ktree in your python program and use the function
import ktree
k = ktree.ktree(data, options)
to generate a K-tree k from a data set data. Please see appendix A for example
code. ktree.ktree(data, options) has two arguments by which the
building process of a K-tree and its properties can be controlled:
data: a data set for which a K-tree will be build. Make sure data is an iterator.
options.order: order of K-tree, i.e. the maximum number of a node’s chil-
dren. Default order is 5.
options.distance: Distance measure that will be used for K-tree, please use
one of: cityblock, euclidean, sqeuclidean. Default distance measure is sqeu-
clidean.
options.weight mean: Use weight mean in k-means computation or not (only
valid for euclidean, sqeuclidean). Default is True.
options.reinsert: Re-insert all examples when tree is build, default is True.
Command Line Use
A typical use case would look like this:
> # Build a K-Tree for a data set:
> ktmk --data-set data.txt --order 6 --k-tree ktree.ktf -m -r
> # Print the K-Tree:
> ktpr ktree.ktf
> # Find nearest neighbors in K-Tree for unseen examples:
> ktnn --k-tree ktree.ktf --data-set unseen.txt --outfile nn.txt
Please see appendix B for detailed documentation of the command line tools.
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A. Example Code
import ktree
import numpy.random
# N: number of examples
# d: dimension of examples
# order: order of K-tree
N = 100
d = 1
order = 6
print "generating data set with", N, "examples:"
ds = numpy.random.normal(size=[N,d])
print
print "building KTree of order", order, ":"
t0 = time.time()
options = KTreeOptions()
options.order = order
options.weighted = True
options.distance = "sqeuclidean"
options.reinsert = True
k = ktree(data=ds, options=options)
t = time.time() - t0
if N < 500:
print
print k
print
print "generated KTree in", t, "seconds"
print
print "order:", k.order
print "N:", N
print "depth:", k.depth
print
for i in [-1,0,1]:
vec = numpy.ones((1,d))*i
print "Looking for nearest neighbor of", str(vec), ",",
print "found: ", k.nearest_neighbor(vec)
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B. Command Line Tools
B.1. ktmk – builds K-trees
ktmk builds a K-tree for a data set and saves it to a file.
SYNOPSIS
ktmk {-d|--data-set} FILE {-o|--order} ORDER
{-k|--k-tree} OUTFILE {-q|--quite}
{-m|--unweighted-mean} {-r|-reinsert}
{-f|--distance} DIST
OPTIONS
-h, --help: show help message and exit.
-d FILE, --data-set=FILE: load data set from file FILE.
-o ORDER, --order=ORDER: order of K-tree.
-k FILE, --outfile=FILE: file to save K-tree in.
-q, --quite: be quite and do not print any status information to stdout.
-m, --unweighted-mean: use unweighted mean for computation of k-means.
-r, --reinsert: re-insert all examples when tree is build.
-f DIST, --distance=DIST: distance measure for K-tree. Distance can
be one of: ”eculidean”, ”cityblock”, ”sqeuclidean”. Default distance
measure is ”sqeuclidean”.
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B.2. ktnn – find nearest neighbor(s) in given K-tree
ktnn searches the nearest neighbors in a K-tree for a set of unseen examples.
SYNOPSIS
ktnn {-k|--k-tree} FILE {-d|--data-set} FILE {-q|--quite}
OPTIONS
-h, --help: print a help message and exit.
-k, --ktree FILE: file that contains the K-tree. This file can be generated
with ktmk.
-d, --data-set FILE: file that contains the data set. Each line of FILE
should contain one example. ktnn will search for the nearest neighbor
for each example in FILE.
-o, --outfile FILE: file to save nearest neighbors to.
-q, --quite: do not print anything to stdout. Be quite.
B.3. ktpr – prints K-tree as an ASCII representation
ktpr prints an ASCII representation of a K-tree to stdout. Please note, this
representation can get very large, even for (relatively) small K-trees. It is not
recommended to use ktpr for K-trees with more than 1000 examples.
SYNOPSIS
ktpr FILE
OPTIONS
FILE: the file that contains the K-tree.
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